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Abstract—DiffServ was designed to implement service provider quality of service (QoS) policies, where ingress and egress routers change the DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) in the IP header. However, nowadays, applications are beginning to directly set the DSCP themselves, in the hope that this will yield a more appropriate service for their respective video, audio and data streams. WebRTC is a prime example of such an application.

As a first step towards understanding whether “WebRTC QoS works”, we measured, for both IPv4 and IPv6, what happens to DSCP values along Internet paths. Our study is based on end-to-end measurements from 160 IPv4 and 65 IPv6 geographically spread controlled clients to 34 IPv4 and 18 IPv6 servers respectively. Clearly, when the DSCP value is changed, the net result may not be what the application desired. We find that this happens often, and conclude with recommendations on how to improve WebRTC and other applications using the DSCP.

Index Terms—Measurement, Fling, DSCP, Ingress, Egress

I. INTRODUCTION

The Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) [1], [2] field in the IP header is used for marking and differentiating traffic within a single domain. This is often done at the ingress of a network, and in some cases within the network to shape traffic. Egress points are likely to remove or change a DSCP marking. Internet Service Providers (ISP) which do not use/trust the DSCP might zero it at the ingress. Accordingly, the DSCP is traditionally not meant to be set by end systems. However, setting the DSCP was found to occasionally work, and there may not be much harm in trying to use it. It is therefore now proposed as a method for WebRTC [3].

Motivated by [4], we would like to better understand the effect of such DSCP markings. While a full investigation would require sending significant amounts of media payloads and measuring if routers treat traffic differently, as a first step, it makes sense to understand what happens to the DSCP value along an Internet path. If, for example, a client’s home gateway already zeroes the DSCP, no router beyond it can use this field to differentiate packets. The longer into an Internet path a value survives, the more likely it is for the mechanism in [4] to be useful. If setting DSCP values “works”, but routers do not currently implement any special treatment for DSCP-marked packets that end systems may emit, there is at least reason to hope that large-scale applications like WebRTC could provoke a change in the behavior of ISPs. Either way, to understand the potential of the mechanism, we must first investigate what routers and other middleboxes do to the DSCP field itself.

II. RELATED WORK

The increasing popularity of middleboxes has motivated several efforts to characterize their deployment and assess their impact on data plane performance. Medina et al. [5], [6] actively probed a set of web servers using TBIT [7] to assess the interaction between middleboxes and transport protocols. Honda et al. [8] developed TCEXPOSURE to test whether TCP options are supported. TRACEROUTE [9] improved over TCEXPOSURE by proposing a TRACEROUTE-like approach to pinpoint routers that alter or discard TCP options. Recently, Craven et al. [10] proposed TCP HICCUPS, a tool that reveals TCP header manipulation to both ends of a TCP connection. PATHSPIDER [11] allows for A/B testing of a baseline configuration against an experimental configuration. Other papers focused on investigating specific types of middleboxes, such as web proxies [12], transparent HTTP proxies in cellular networks [13], firewalls and NAT policies in cellular networks [14], and carrier grade NATs [15]. Trammel et al. [16] proposed correlating measurements from diverse vantage points to build a map of middlebox-induced path impairments in the Internet.

So far, only a handful of studies focused on the DSCP field: following a smaller-scale [17] and a one-sided study [18], Fairhurst et al. [19] analyze the DSCP modification behavior by middleboxes in mobile broadband (MBB) edge networks. MBB networks usually deploy middleboxes that interfere with traffic. The analyses of this paper therefore provide a valuable starting point for further analyses. To complement the MBB edge measurements from [19], we focus on fixed networks. The contribution of this paper is therefore:

- Analysis of DSCP modification behavior in heterogeneous fixed networks (i.e. research networks, business-grade connections, consumer-grade connections like ADSL),
- Comparison of differences between IPv4 and IPv6,
- Insights on behavior inside the core networks.

Together with the MBB measurements from [19], our fixed network measurements offer a global view on DSCP modification behavior in the Internet. This can help currently ongoing
discussions on DSCP usage in different working groups of the IETF (e.g. RTCWeb, TSVWG, and ICCRG).

III. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

For this work, we use the fling middlebox measurement platform\(^1\) \(^{20}\). This platform allows testing whether an arbitrary sequence of packets can be exchanged between a fling client and a fling server. For our tests, fling used 34 IPv4 and 18 IPv6 nodes as servers. Regarding the choice of the measurement hosts, we believe that a typical WebRTC use case is users at the edge calling each other or calling a company’s technical support via the browser. Hence, having endpoints at the edge seems to be the right choice. This has motivated us to choose NOR NET CORE servers, since they have “consumer-grade” connectivity. We also have a server from Amazon cloud as part of our dataset. We ran the client tool from 160 (IPv4) / 65 (IPv6) ARK\(^2\), PLANETLAB\(^3\) and NOR NET CORE\(^4\) nodes to perform a simple UDP packet exchange with different DSCP values. This gave us measurements across a total of approximately 10k unidirectional IPv4 paths and more than 2k unidirectional IPv6 paths. We tested the DSCP values CS1, AF42, and EF due to their importance for WebRTC (see Table I).

We designate a test as “failed” if any packet of the test was dropped. To eliminate the effect of sporadic random drops, we only decide that a packet was dropped as a result of a specific DSCP value if it is consistently dropped in three tests. If a packet is dropped or modified on the path, depending on the direction of its traversal, the sender of the packet resends it with increasing TTL (TRACE BOX-like test) to attempt to pinpoint the router that interfered with the DSCP value. In this process, we collect ICMP packets with Time-to-Live Exceeded messages from the network nodes and parse them to see whether they contain the original packet that triggered the ICMP response. If a device remarks the DSCP upon forwarding, we can only observe this behavior correctly by considering the ICMP error message from a node (we hereby call it responder) at the next hop on the path.

A. Infrastructure

We ran the fling client from 111 vantage points on CAIDA’s ARK platform. These vantage points, being located in people’s homes, universities and offices, are spread across 44 countries (e.g. 36 from US, 7 from CA, 5 from DE, 4 from ZA, etc). From these vantage points, we got 111 IPv4 and 46 IPv6 addresses for our measurements. We also received information about the vantage points, such as the AS (Autonomous System) number, organization name, AS classification and geographic locations of the vantage points.

PLANETLAB \(^{22}\) is a group of computers available as a testbed for computer networking and distributed systems research. Its nodes are mostly devices located at universities. We ran the fling tool from 14 IPv4 PLANETLAB EUROPE (PLE) nodes, as these allow raw sockets out of the box. PLANETLAB CENTRAL (PLC) nodes support safe raw sockets for ICMP, UDP and TCP packets, but using them would have required a significant change to our Python-based tool.

The NOR NET CORE testbed \(^{23}–^{25}\) is a large-scale Internet testbed for multi-homed systems. Unlike PLANETLAB, NOR NET CORE also provides support for IPv6. Furthermore, NOR NET CORE sites are not only connected to a site’s local research network ISP, but also have “consumer-grade” connectivity with many home-user ADSL and fiber subscriptions. This makes NOR NET CORE a realistic Internet test platform for experiencing the “normal” user’s QoS. Furthermore, we got the possibility to run fling directly on the routers of the testbed, providing unrestricted access to the public IP addresses.

We host our fling servers on the routers in NOR NET CORE. We have a total of 31 IPv4 and 18 IPv6 nodes from NOR NET CORE for fling servers, covering 5 countries (21 from Norway, 4 from Germany, 3 from China, 2 from America, 1 from Sweden). We also deployed three additional fling servers in the United Kingdom (it has an IPv4 and an IPv6 addresses), India (only IPv4 address), and the USA (only IPv4 address). Further, we ran the fling client tool on all nodes above.

B. Data Processing

After running the measurements, we collected the data from a total of 160 IPv4 and 65 IPv6 nodes (IPv6 addresses and their corresponding IPv4 addresses belong to the same interfaces). Of the 160 IPv4 addresses, 112 addresses are public and 48 addresses are behind NAT boxes. We extracted all the IPv4 and IPv6 addresses from the ICMP packets obtained from our TRACEBOX-like test. For IP-to-AS mapping, we used the WHOIS database provided by TEAM CYMRU\(^5\). We resolved all IPv4 router aliases using the tools KAPAR\(^6\) followed by MIDAR\(^7\). For IPv6 addresses, we used the tool SPEEDTRAP\(^8\). We extracted 7721 IPv4 and 1503 IPv6 addresses. After

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DSCP value</th>
<th>Description (RFC 4594 [21])</th>
<th>WebRTC [4] Flow Type / Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS1*</td>
<td>Low-priority data</td>
<td>Any / Very Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF42*</td>
<td>Multimedia conferencing</td>
<td>1 / Medium or High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF*</td>
<td>Telephony</td>
<td>1 / Medium or High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS0</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Any / Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF11, AF12, AF13</td>
<td>High-throughput data</td>
<td>4 / Medium (AF11 only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF21</td>
<td>Low-latency data</td>
<td>4 / High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF31</td>
<td>Multimedia streaming</td>
<td>3 / High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF41</td>
<td>Multimedia conferencing</td>
<td>2 / High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS4</td>
<td>Real-time interactive</td>
<td>not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS5</td>
<td>Signaling</td>
<td>not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS7</td>
<td>Reserved for future use</td>
<td>not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 2, 4, 6, 41</td>
<td>Undefined values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: DSCP values that we encountered in our measurements and their meaning. Values that we used as input are marked with a *, WebRTC flow types: 1: Audio; 2: Interactive video with or without audio; 3: Non-interactive video with or without audio; 4: Data.

\(^1\)fling: http://fling-frontend.ntnb.no.
\(^2\)ARK: https://www.caida.org/projects/ark/.
\(^3\)PLANETLAB: https://www.planet-lab.org.
\(^4\)NOR NET CORE: https://www.nntb.no.
\(^6\)KAPAR: https://www.caida.org/tools/measurement/kapar/.
\(^7\)MIDAR: https://www.caida.org/tools/measurement/midar/.
\(^8\)SPEEDTRAP: https://www.caida.org/tools/measurement/scamper/.
performing alias resolution, we collected 416 routers in IPv4 and 127 routers in IPv6 with multiple addresses. Since we do not carry out our TRACEBox-like test when all packets reach the other end unmodified, the number of paths for which we have TRACEBox-like information is smaller than the total number of paths. The whole measurement gave us TRACEBox-like test details for a total of 8217 unidirectional paths for IPv4, and 1585 for IPv6. We categorize all client nodes from the three platforms into three groups:

1) Home Networks: This covers 39 IPv4 (12 from NORNET CORE and 27 from ARK) and 11 IPv6 (7 from NORNET CORE and 4 from ARK) addresses of residential nodes.

2) Research and Education Networks: We consider the PLANET LAB nodes as part of research and education networks. In this group, in addition to the 14 nodes from PLANET LAB, we have 19 nodes from NORNET CORE and 38 nodes from ARK (i.e., a total of 71 IPv4 addresses). In the IPv6 case, we have 34 nodes. Of these 34 nodes, 23 nodes are from ARK and the remaining 11 nodes belong to NORNET CORE.

3) Commercial Networks: Business, commercial and infrastructure type nodes fall in this group. We have a total of 50 IPv4 and 20 IPv6 addresses from commercial networks. Of the 50 IPv4 addresses, only 4 belong to NORNET CORE and the rest is from ARK. Only 1 IPv6 address is from NORNET CORE; the remaining 19 IPv6 nodes belong to ARK.

IV. PATH TRAVERSAL

First, we analyze the DSCP effect on path traversal from the end-hosts’ perspective and compare some of our results to the results published in [19]. Different from our work, [19] focuses only on IPv4, but also considers TCP, finding only a marginal difference in behavior between TCP and UDP. Table II summarizes some findings from our own tests and [19]; differences between code points are notable, but not very large: CS1 survives end-to-end in slightly less than a third of the cases, compared to slightly less than a quarter for EF and AF42.

Figures 2(b) and 2(d) show the fraction of connections supporting DSCP end-to-end in IPv6 network in both the forward (client to server) and reverse (server to client) directions. Here, EF and AF42 are much more likely to survive ($\approx$40%) end-to-end than CS1 ($\approx$30%). We found this to be primarily the effect of one AS, AS2116, which consistently mapped CS1 to AF11 on 121 out of our 1170 total IPv6 paths. This AS consistently changed CS1 to AF11, while AF42 and EF remained unchanged.

Figures 2(a) and 2(c) show the fraction of connections supporting DSCP end-to-end in IPv4 network in both the forward (client to server) and reverse (server to client) directions. Note that we also removed all paths that exhibited two or more instances of DSCP remarking, of which the last remarked it to the original value. For both protocols, reverse and forward paths exhibit similar characteristics, except that CS1’s slightly better chance of end-to-end “survival” in the IPv4 case is only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DSCP Value</th>
<th>Preserved paths (our work)</th>
<th>Preserved paths ( [19], Table V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS1</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF41</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: End-to-end transparency results from 9992 (our work) and 9202 [19] IPv4 paths. We combine AF41 and AF42 because they are in the same general category [21].
Table III: Blackholing: consistent (3 times) losses when a DSCP value was used (CS0 worked on all these paths). In contrast, no test failed consistently on 4951 forward and 4833 backward paths.

Confirming the two previous studies [17], [18], we found cases of IPv4 DSCP “blackholing”, where routers consistently (i.e., in 3 consecutive tests) dropped all packets only when a certain DSCP value was used. Table III provides an overview of these cases. While the number of paths where this happened was small, this behavior is problematic enough to justify implementing safety measures (falling back to DSCP 0 in case of complete connectivity loss). Notably, none of these drops happened with TTL=1 or 2 (we explain why we use these two values in Subsection V-A), i.e. it seems that these drops were not caused by a home gateway. Geographically, both the clients and servers involved in these consistent packet drops were in diverse regions: of the 40 clients, 12 were in the USA, 5 in Norway, 4 in Germany, 2 in Sweden, 2 in Canada and 15 in others. Of the 34 servers, 21 were in Norway, 4 in Germany, 3 in China, 3 in the USA, 1 in Sweden, 1 in France and 1 in India.

V. DSCP TREATMENT IN DIFFERENT NETWORK PARTS

In this section, we investigate how DSCP code points are treated in different parts of the network – inside the home network, within and beyond the first-hop ISP. The goal of this analysis is to determine which parts of the end-to-end path are likelier to remark DSCP code points. The total number of client ASes is 118 for IPv4 addresses and 54 for IPv6 addresses. With one exception (noted in Subsection V-C), all the behavior described here happened persistently, i.e. routers and gateways exhibited the same behavior in multiple tests, as all measurements were done from multiple clients to multiple servers.

A. Will a host’s DSCP mark make it to its own ISP?

In the following, we quantify DSCP treatment in the home network. We blame the home gateway for remarking the DSCP if we discover a change at TTL=1.

We observe that the home gateways of 8 commercial, 11 residential and 9 research clients always reset the DSCP values to 0 (CS0), irrespectively of the input value. These are 17% (28 out of 160) of the total number of machines with IPv4 addresses. However, it happens for only 10% (7 out of 65) of the machines with IPv6 addresses.

We also observe that some of the gateways persistently reset the DSCP values to a fixed value, irrespective of the incoming DSCP value. For IPv4, the gateways of 2 out of 51 commercial clients change the incoming DSCP values to a decimal value of 63 (unregistered code point). Similarly,
2 of the 39 residential nodes detected a change of the DSCP value to CS1 (which commonly encodes “less than best effort” behavior, see Table I). Only one residential client in an IPv6 network experiences a persistent DSCP re-write; it is always changed to the unregistered decimal value of 4.

Some home gateways generate specific DSCP values depending on incoming values. 2 commercial and 1 residential clients in IPv4 detected different DSCP values depending on input values. For example, for one commercial client we observed that the AF42 (multimedia conferencing, see Table I) code point is changed to CS4 (real-time interactive); EF (telephony) is changed to CS5 (signaling), while CS1 remains unchanged. This mapping could just be the result of bleaching the lower 3 bits of incoming DSCP values. The home gateways of one commercial and one residential appear to bleach the higher 3 bits of the DSCP. However, we did not see a single case of such DSCP mapping for IPv6 probes.

To summarize, we have seen that home gateways treat DSCP in a myriad of ways. However, overall, only 21% and 12% of our IPv4 and IPv6 probes experienced a change of the DSCP value at the home gateway. This is encouraging; even with IPv4, the DSCP value often remained intact, and IPv6 makes this success even more likely, possibly giving an additional reason to favor IPv6 over IPv4. Except for one case, DSCP values are typically not denoted. We are left with 125 IPv4 and 57 IPv6 clients that did not experience a DSCP change at the first hop. The number of client ASes for these IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are 97 and 47, respectively9. Next, we will look at what happens further “down the road”, inside these client ASes.

B. DSCP Treatment by First-Hop ISP

We now turn to investigating how DSCP markings, which survive the home network, are treated by the first-hop ISP. Of the remaining 125 IPv4 clients, 67 are affected by their own ISPs. These clients belong to 41% of all measured ASes. The chance is lower for IPv6, with only 20 of the remaining 57 addresses experiencing a change of DSCP in their own ISP. Overall, the majority of first-hop ISPs do not interfere with DSCP code points; 59% and 67% for IPv4 and IPv6 respectively. We categorize the DSCP change in the ISP as access network, egress and in-network, depending on the location inside the ISP network, where the change occurs. Figure 3 explains how we categorize DSCP changes. If DSCP remarking routers in an AS appear in multiple places

9This is larger than the total number of client ASes minus the ASes of machines with an interfering gateway because some client ASes have several clients.

<p>| Table IV: DSCP change in first-hop ISP; “Mixed” means that ASes changed the DSCP in multiple places (multiple routers remarking the DSCP) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DSCP change at Access network</th>
<th>#ASes (IPv4)</th>
<th>#ASes (IPv6)</th>
<th>#ASes setting DSCP to 0 (IPv4)</th>
<th>#ASes setting DSCP to 0 (IPv6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSCP change at In-network</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCP change at Egress</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCP change at Mixed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Change</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i.e., different routers in different places), we call the DSCP remarking in that AS mixed.

To study the access network, we consider the first public IP after the home gateway to be the first-hop ISP ingress router. This is usually a router that is two hops away from the client i.e. TTL=2. This mapping can be incorrect if the first-hop ISP configures its access network to use private IPs e.g. in presence of carrier grade NATs. However, our dataset does not involve paths with private IP hops with TTL>1. Table IV presents the total number of ASes that remark the DSCP at the access network in both IPv4 and IPv6 ISP networks. 15 out of 97 ASes in IPv4 networks remark the DSCP at the access network. Most of these set DSCP to CS0. Four ASes, however, map incoming DSCP to a new value as it enters the AS. For example, irrespective of all incoming DSCP values, one AS remarks to AF11 (i.e. high-throughput data), while another AS changes to CS1 (i.e. less than best effort) at the access network in IPv4. Another two ASes bleach the higher 3 bits of incoming IPv4 DSCP. This mapping results in unregistered code points (other than CS1 and CS0), making the traffic unclassified. IPv6 is different, with only 3 out of 47 ASEs remarking the DSCP (all to CS0).

In Table IV, we see that 6 ASes for IPv4 clients remark DSCP in-network and 5 of them remark to DSCP 0. Only one AS remarks CS1 and EF to the decimal value of 1, while AF42 is reset to 0. For IPv6, we detect 3 ASes, and all of them reset the DSCP to 0.

We categorize the location of the DSCP change as egress when the last router of the client’s AS changes the DSCP and the responder belongs to another AS. In Table IV, we see that 13 ASes in IPv4 remark the DSCP at the egress, and 9 of them simply reset it to CS0. In case of IPv6, three ASes reset the DSCP to 0 at the egress. In two ASes in IPv4, we see egress remarking with the mapping CS1→0, EF→6, AF42→4. One AS changes the DSCP to a decimal value of 2 when it forwards the traffic to another AS. At the egress of yet another AS, we observe a DSCP remarking to the unregistered code point 41.

Six out of 97 ASes (i.e., 6%) in IPv4 and 2 out of 47 ASes in IPv6 were categorized as mixed. In the IPv4 case, four of them reset the DSCP to CS0. In a particular AS, at the access network for both, IPv4 and IPv6 clients, we see a DSCP change only for AF42 (to AF41), while CS1 and EF remain unchanged.

To understand the importance of marking in the first-hop ISP, we investigate the number of ASes that let a DSCP value
Figure 4: The number of ASes hops before the DSCP is remarked.

Table V: A summary of the number of clients’ DSCP getting affected in different parts of the network in IPv4 and IPv6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts of the network</th>
<th>#clients in IPv4</th>
<th>#clients in IPv6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home network</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First hop AS</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond the first hop AS</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“survive” before it first becomes changed. Figure 4 provides a high-level overview of how long into the path DSCP code points remain unchanged. For each client we identify all paths with DSCP changes and the responsible AS-hop (the AS-hop where the DSCP value changes for the first (and possibly only) time). Then we use the 95th percentile of the responsible AS-hop as a measure of where changes typically occur, and subtract 1 from the value for plotting to show the AS number just before the AS that changed it. The DSCP markings survive the first hop AS (i.e. own AS) for 70% and 80% of the IPv4 and IPv6 clients, respectively. Notably, DSCP markings by 5% of all clients traverse 4 ASes without being remarked.

To summarize, we found that the most common re-marking behavior of the first-hop ASes (which we assumed to be the clients’ and server’s own ISP) was to zero the DSCP. Generally, as with the home gateways, chances of DSCP “survival” seem better with IPv6 than with IPv4. Also, with the exception of one AS, it appears that the choice of input DSCP value does not matter: the DSCP either remained unchanged, was zeroed, or changed into undefined values in our tests. Beyond the first-hop AS, 58 of the total of 160 IPv4 clients (IPv6: 37 out of 65) still have their DSCP value intact (see the Table. V). This is perhaps already good news for an application that may want to use the DSCP. Even more importantly, we have seen that a chosen DSCP can sometimes traverse several ASes before first becoming remarked. This also means that the DSCP could potentially be quite useful on short paths (e.g., within the same ISP).

C. DSCP Treatment beyond the first hop AS

In the following, we investigate the cases where DSCP markings survived past the first-hop ASes. The total number of ASes detected in our measurement is 298 for IPv4 addresses and 119 for IPv6 addresses. Excluding the clients’ ASes from our measurement data, we found 180 ASes in IPv4 and 65 ASes in IPv6 core networks, respectively. We find that about 32% of the core ASes remark the DSCP code points. This percentage is consistent for both IPv4 and IPv6.

On some paths, DSCP values were changed multiple times. Table VI shows an example where they were changed particularly often, for a client from AS35432 that sent the code points CS1, AF42 and EF to a server in AS680. On this path, we saw the following decimal values of code points: 0 (CS0); 8 (CS1); 18 (AF21); 32 (CS4); 36 (AF42); 40 (CS5); 46 (EF). The table also presents the list of ASes whose routers respond with a code point received (inside the ICMP payload) over different TTL values. We explain the DSCP treatments by different ASes on the path in the following:

- [TTL 1-2]: At the home gateway, we observe a mapping EF→CS5, AF42→CS4, CS1→CS1 (remarking lower 3-bits to 000).
- [TTL 2-3]: No DSCP change was detected at the egress of the client’s own AS (AS35432, CABLENET-AS, CY).
- [TTL 3-4]: At the ingress to AS1299, we detect a DSCP change to CS1 (CS4→CS1, CS5→CS1).
- [TTL 4-5]: At the ingress to AS174, the code points were changed to AF21.
- [TTL 8-9]: We observe a DSCP change to CS1 at the egress to AS174.
- [TTL 12-]: At an in-network router of AS680, DSCP was modified to CS0.

From the table, we observe that CS1 has changed 3 times while both AF42 and EF have changed 5 times.

Fig. 5 plots the fraction of paths both in IPv4 and IPv6 networks exhibiting the number of times a given code point (CS1, AF42 and EF) has changed over them. 25-27% of the paths in IPv4 networks do not change the DSCP code points whereas in IPv6 networks, AF42 and EF survive end-to-end on ≈44% of the paths, while CS1 survives on ≈32% of the paths.

We then compare the treatments of the code points inside the core networks for the clients that have both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses (a total of 65 clients). For each client, we consider all the forward paths and compute the number of modifications to each DSCP code point on each path. Fig. 6(a) presents the dot plot of the medians of the number of modifications for CS1 for all the clients with IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. The clients are sorted on the basis of increasing order of their median values for IPv4 paths. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) represent the dot plots for code points AF42 and EF. 36 clients with EF and 34 clients with AF42 have zero median in IPv6 paths while only 10 clients with CS1 have zero median. This shows clients with EF or AF42 are more likely to remain unchanged. However, IPv4 clients show a very different picture: only 7-15 clients with all code points observe no change in the DSCP values.
Table VI: An example showing the DSCP values (CS1, AF42, and EF) changing multiple times on a path

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DSCP</th>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>#ASes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-1</td>
<td>Remark higher 3-bits to 000 (for example, AF42→AF12)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-2</td>
<td>Remark higher 3-bits to 001 (AF42→AF12)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-3</td>
<td>Remark higher 3-bits to 010 (AF42→AF22)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-4</td>
<td>Remark lower 3-bits to 000 (AF42→CS4)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-5</td>
<td>Others e.g. all→{AF11, AF21, AF31, CS1, CS0, CS4, EF, CS7, 1, 2, 4, 6}</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VII: DSCP policies. In the following, policy R-5 is indicated by the name of the code point—e.g., policy “CS0” means a remarking of “all→CS0”.

We collect and categorize the remarking policies followed by all the ASes that lie between the client and server ASes. Table VII presents all the identified DSCP policies along with the number of ASes that have exhibited them. The ASes in which a certain DSCP policy is applied are not mutually exclusive; for example, AS1299 exhibited seven different policies R-1, R-2, CS0, CS1, AF11, AF21 and 2.

Looking closer at individual ASes, we find evidence that some ASes implement policies based on AS relationships. For example, Cogent marks traffic from its peers as AF21 (low-latency data) and traffic from its customers as AF11 (high-throughput data). Other ASes, however, do not seem to account for business relationships when remarking packets. In fact some ASes, like Telia, can remark packets from the same origin AS differently, which hints at an absence of a customer- or peering-agreement-specific remarking policy.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) present the percentage of DSCP remarking by routers in a set of ASes for IPv4 and IPv6 topologies, respectively. These ASes are the top 5 ASes in each topology in terms of number of measured paths that cross them after removing educational networks. We remove education networks as we would like to focus on prominent transit providers. Thus, the top-five networks include four major global transit providers: Level-3 (AS3356), Telia (AS1299), Cogent (AS174), and HE (AS6939). In addition, they include Broadnet (AS2116), which is a major Norwegian transit provider. Broadnet is present on the top-five list because most of the NorNet servers and clients are located in Norway.

For each AS, we plot the percentage of DSCP remarking for each input DSCP value (CS1, AF42 and EF). Cogent remarks almost all IPv4 and IPv6 packets, while HE allows
most marked packets to pass, especially for IPv6. Telia is more aggressive for IPv4, but Level-3 demonstrate a comparable chance of remarking for both IPv4 and IPv6. Finally, Broadnet allows most packets to pass, except that it always remarks IPv6 packets with a CS1 code point, which get remarked. Next, we provide more details about the remarking policies of these ASes.

1) Cogent: Cogent remarks all incoming packets, except for 3%, to either AF21 or AF11. The unchanged 3% correspond to the case where Cogent receives packets with AF21 and AF11 code points, i.e. the same values that are used when remarking. For example, AS2914, AS701 remark any DSCP values to AF21 at the egress before forwarding the packets to Cogent. We also detect the same code point AF21 when packets traverse from Cogent to AS220 or AS4538.

2) Broadnet: In IPv6 networks, we observe only ingress and in-network DSCP remarking in Broadnet — no DSCP remarking is observed at the egress. 68% of packets with CS1 are remarked; these packets are mainly traversing from AS2603 which is an educational network interconnecting Nordic countries. Some routers inside AS2116 networks also remark CS1 to AF11 or CS0. However, in IPv4 networks, we observe only in-network DSCP remarking with CS1 to AF11 or CS0, AF42 to CS0 and EF remains unchanged. Incoming packets with DSCP value CS0 traverse this AS unchanged.

3) HE: HE seems to remark packets as they exit its network. There is no consistent remarking policy for all affected neighbors. However, the low extent of remarking and the lack of a consistent policy hint that these remarkings are possibly not carried by HE but rather by its neighboring ASes. This is in fact stems from a limitation in our methodology for identifying which end of a link has actually manipulated the DSCP code point. For example, in Fig. 3, R5 may remark the DSCP code point, for packets received from R4, before sending the ICMP response. Consequently, we blame the remarking on R4.

4) Telia: Telia appear to remark packets exchanged with 48 neighboring IPv4 ASes out of a total of 83 that are visible in our data set, as well as 4 out of the 28 visible IPv6 neighbors. We count a total of 8 remarking policies that happen at both egresses and ingressess. This large number of inconsistent policies highlights the need for further investigations to determine whether Telia can actually be blamed for all the remarkings.

5) Level-3: Table VIII presents the DSCP policies along with the neighboring ASes in IPv4 and IPv6 networks. For Level-3, we only observe remarkings at the egress affecting 17 out of 65 IPv4 neighboring ASes and 7 out of 23 neighboring IPv6 ASes. The marking policies are consistent for neighbors that are present in both the IPv4 and IPv6 topologies, but inconsistent across neighbors. As for HE, this observation hints the measured remarkings are likely to be carried out by Level-3 neighbors.

In summary, the measured ASes employ a diverse set of remarking policies. Accordingly, it is unclear whether transit ASes are actively leveraging the DSCP code points in signaling. One AS – Cogent, however, seems to follow a specific remarking policy depending on whether packets traverse from a customer or a peer AS. We also observe that both Level-3 and HE do not seem to implement a remarking policy. This is good news since Level-3 and HE are the largest transit providers for IPv4 and IPv6, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

We set out on this investigation to answer whether a mechanism like the proposed QoS scheme for WebRTC [4] can work, in the hope of being able to give implementation advice. We were, in fact, afraid that this advice might turn out to be
complex: different input DSCP values can provoke different output DSCP values, and so highly detrimental things might happen, e.g., a low-latency request turning into lower-than-best effort marking. We found that such behavior hardly exists. Generally, the DSCP was kept intact, zeroed, or statically set to a certain value irrespective of the input. When the output was indeed a function of the input, the result was usually one of a set of undefined values, rather than a clear change of the expected semantics.

From our results, but also concurring with previously published work, we conclude that the DSCP is often changed, and particularly often zeroed. There is, however, hardly any evidence of a DSCP choice being counterproductive – with the rare but important exception of blackholing, i.e., the consistent deletion of packets only in the presence of a certain DSCP value. We therefore recommend that applications incorporate individual tests for all the values that they intend to use, to fall back to CS0 or a different value if consistent loss is seen with one of the others.

While we often saw that the DSCP value is changed or deleted along Internet paths, the number of ASes that a value “survives” can be significant, and – quite unexpectedly – different ASes implement different DSCP policies. Thus, if an application has a choice between paths, possibly traversing different ISPs (as it is the case for our NOR NET CORE nodes), it is worth testing them to see where the DSCP works better. This includes the possibility of favoring shorter paths over longer ones, to reduce the number of traversed ASes. Finally, we recommend to favor IPv6 over IPv4 if the DSCP is to be used. On IPv6 paths, the DSCP is much more likely to remain intact.

As WebRTC is being rolled out, a logical next step would be to passively measure if the chosen DSCP values really have an impact on the behavior the traffic sees, and if that behavior is in accordance with the DiffServ specification.
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